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Abstract

The finite electrode size effects on the performance of an

infinitely long MHD power generation duct are calculated by means

of conformal mapping. The general conformal transformation is

deduced and applied in a graphic way. The analysis includes varia-

tions in the segmentation degree, the Hall parameter of the gas and

the electrode:-insulator length ratio as well as the influence of the

external circuitry and loading.

A general criterion for a minimum of the generator internal

resistance is given. The same criterion gives the conditions for

the occurrence of internal current leakage between adjacent electro-

des. It is also shown that the highest power output at a prescribed

efficiency is always obtained when the current is made to flow

between exactly opposed electrodes.

Curves are presented showing the power-efficiency relations

and other generator properties as depending on the segmentation

degree and the Hall parameter in the cases of axial and transverse

power extraction.

The implications of limiting the current to flow between a finite

number of identical electrodes are introduced and combined with the

condition for current flow between opposed electrodes. The charac-

teristics of generators with one or a few external loads can then be

determined completely and examples are given in a table. It is shown

that the performance of such generators must not necessarily be in-

ferior to that of segmented generators with many independent loads.

However, the problems of channel end losses and off-design loading

have not been taken into consideration.

Printed and distributed in February 1965
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Introduction

The performance of any method for MHD power generation

from a moving gas will be determined mainly by the Hall effect,

i. e. the drift motion of the charge carriers in the gas flow direc-

tion. As the extracted electrical power always originates from the

braking of the gas flow, an efficient Lorentz force is a necessary

condition, implying a strong magnetic field in the duct as well as

good electrical conductivity of the gas. These two implications

are exactly those which cause a strong Hall effect and, as explained

in ref. 1, necessitate only two possible and basically different gene-

rator configurations, one suppressing the drift motion, the other

taking advantage of it. A large number of theoretical investigations

describe various properties cf these two generator types, usually

called the segmented generator and the Hall generator respectively.

Practically all of these investigations have had to restrict their

treatment to the two limiting cases when the drift motion is comple-

tely suppressed or is fully developed, both cases requiring an in-

finite number of electrodes. This is often a very crude approxima-

tion, e. g. Kerrebrock (2) has shown that the elimination of such a

simplification will lead to a very strong deterioration in the perform-

ance of a MHD generator with nonequilibrium ionization.

Hurwitz, Kilb and Sutton (3) used conformal mapping to deter-

mine the current distribution and the internal resistance of a seg-

mented MHD generator. They assumed the current distribution in

the channel central portion to be uniform and perpendicular to the

gas flow direction and they treated the case when the electrode length

in the gas flow direction is equal to that of the insulator. Such a case

will here be called that of b = 1. Deducing a more general conformal

transformation, Witalis (4) extended their investigation to values of

b differing from unity and found the condition for a minimum of the

generator internal resistance. The same transformation was used

by Sutton (5) to obtain characteristics of a b = 1 segmented genera-

tor having exactly opposed electrodes. Dzung's analysis (6) is also
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restricted to the b = 1 case but it is more general than previous

treatments as it is not limited to any specific generator configura-

tion.

The generator internal current distribution will here be con-

sidered as the solution of a potential problem which is solved by

conformal mapping. The understanding of the electrode effects

will be made easier as the physical problem as well as its repre-

sentation in the complex plane will be studied with reference to

their conformally transformed and simpler counterparts.

1. Basic equations and assumptions

Using rationalized MKS units the generalized Ohm's law is

taken as (7)

i = <r <E+ V x B ) + w TJXB/B + « ^ «-, ^ (j x B ) x B / B 2 (1)

implying that only steady conditions are considered and that the

gradients of the charged components of the gas have been neglected.

The first right hand side term is the current component given by

the scalar electron conductivity <r times the electric field E in

the gas frame which moves with the velocity V relative to the

channel

E = E_+ V_x B_ (2)

and B is the magnetic field strength. The second term of Eq. (1)

gives rise to the Hall effect, to being the electron cyclotron

frequency

to = eB/m (3)
e ' e x '
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e and m denoting the electron charge and mass. r is the
e ° e

average time between collisions randomizing the electron velocity.

The last term on the right hand side introduces the effect of ion

slip, (JO. and T. being the corresponding frequency and deflection

time for the ions.

The Maxwell equations for the magnetic field are taken as

curl 13 = 0 (4)

div 13 =0 (5)

Eq. (4) is generally a good approximation for MHD generators

where the externally applied static field may be orders of magni-

tude larger than the induced magnetic effects.

As there is no time dependence, and as space charge quasi -

neutrality is assumed, the Maxwell equations for the static electric

field read

curl E_ = 0 (6)

div E = 0 (7)

Eq. (6) proves that a potential function can be defined as

3E = - grad<p (8)

The magnetic field is assumed to be constant and it is taken

in the positive z-direction of a cartesian coordinate system as shown

in Fig. 1. The velocity V of the conducting gas is assumed to be

constant and uniform across the channel implying that viscosity is

neglected. The same type of flow would be obtained by considering

an incompressible gas with an initially uniform velocity or a turbu-

lent flow with a full velocity profile.
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Fig. 1 shows the rectangular and constant cross section of

the channel and a few electrodes. Their internal current connec-

tion as well as the external circuitry will be discussed later.

The channel height is taken to be unity and the distance between

the electrode walls is d. The channel is assumed to be very long,

i. e. effects associated with its entrance and exit are not con-

sidered. The conformal mapping allows the determination of the

current distribution in a x-y plane only and constant conditions

in the magnetic field direction are therefore assumed. Electrodes

and insulators are considered to be perfect. The segmentation

length, i. e. the combined distance in the gas flow direction of an

electrode and an insulator, is 2j>, the insulator length being bp,

0 <b <2p.

In the channel center the current flow is assumed to be uni-

form. It will be shown that a distance d/2 > 2p is necessary for

the strongly non-uniform current flow near the electrode wall to

become approximately homogeneous.

When there is no current in the z-direction the components of

Eq. (1) can be written as

Jx = °eff [Ex + M E y " VB>]
(9)

j =r f f f -BE + E - VB 1Jy eff [ ' e x y J

where Ji is the reduced Hall parameter for electrons taking ion

slip into account

> r ( l + u > r w . r . ) - 1 = tanO (10)
e e e e i i '

and the effective electrical conductivity is given by

<eff =
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The above restrictions on V and B are such that the electric

field in the moving gas frame, E , is also irrotational and thus

a potential 0 can be defined

The current components can now be expressed as

Jx eff \ 3x Pe 3y/

(13)

Jy = ^ f f)

The relation between the potentials op and JÖ is simply

0 = VBy + (p (14)

Applying the Maxwell equation for conservation of charge

divj_=0 (15)

on Eq. (13) it is proved that the Laplace equation for the potent-

ial 0

A0 = 0 (16)

is satisfied. Hence a stream function ^ can be associated to the

potential function 0 by means of the Cauchy-Riemann equations

30 _ 3_t
3x ~ 3y

(1?)

_ 30
dx '" ~dy
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Introducing ty in Eq. (13) the current components can now

be found from a function Z

Jx Öy

(18)

"V 3x

where Z is given by

'+ £/>) (19)

Consider two x-y planes separated by unit distance. Let two points

P, and P-> on one plane be connected by a line P ,P , . This line and

its perpendicular projection on the other plane define two opposite

edges, the two straight lines between the points and their projec-

tions forming the remaining edges of a surface. The current I

crossing'this surface is given by

P2

I = j jxdy - jydx = Z(P2) - 2(PX) (20)
P l

or, when considering the problem as two-dimensional, the current

crossing a line is given by the difference in the values of Z for the

line end points.

2. The conformal mapping of the electrode wall

The x-axis in Fig. 2 represents the electrode wall which has

been transformed into a w-plane so that the heavily drawn lines

correspond. It will be shown that potential and current distribu-

tions are easily found in the w-plane geometry because such a

transformation of the z-plane electrode wall will make the homo-
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geneous channel center conditions valid near the slanting w-plane

electrodes and insulators.

The appropriate Schwarz-Christ off el transformation will be
deduced. It transforms Imz >0 :nto the area above the broken
line of the w-plane so that the points np, n even, of the real axes
correspond and z = ap transforms into w = A, z = bp into w = B
etc. Using any standard treatise on complex analysis the trans-
formation derivative can be written down directly as an infinite
product

dw
dz

T t L -> \t i -> w xO/rr-l/2, .-o/rr-i/2
= k . . . (z + 2p - a p )(z + 2p - b p) ' ' (z) ' •

(21)

which can be compressed by applying the product expansion of the

sine function

dw _ k j " i JL/Z_ b N|0A- 1 / 2 ( c - n £S- \ - 9 / f r - 1 / 2
c l ^ K&- ) (21 )

When the constant k is given the value

k = e"lcC (22)

it is readily found that the real axis of the z-plane transforms with

the correct angles and directions into the w-plane.

The homogeneous channel center condit.ons are identical for

the two planes, implying that the transformation derivative must

have the limit unity with increasing values of y. It is then possible

to find a relation which expresses the constant a in terms of the

scaled insulator length b and the angles 0 and oo

a = Zu/rr + b(l/2 - 0/ir) (23)
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The transformation as shown in Fig. 2 is obtained only when

the condition a *= b is satisfied. Ref. 4 proves that the case a > b

leads to current flow between adjacent electrodes. Such a kind of

current leakage is unfavourable and it will not be considered

here. Eq. (23) then gives a lower limit for the insulator length

bp, its upper limit being given by the segmentation length 2p.

2c*/(TT/2 + Q) < b < 2 (24)

Insertion of z = iy in Eq. (21a) shows that the variation of

the transformation derivative is determined by the function tanh-IP-
2p

and that homogeneity can be considered established at a distance

equal or larger than Zp from the electrode wall.

In the homogeneous zone the transformation simplifies to a

pure translation

w = z + pA + iPA (25)
n r v % '

where the shifts ^ and A are given by

J \

= pA + ipA (26)
z=iy

A and A are considered to be functions of the three variables

b, 0 and oc, the quantity a being eliminated in the integral of

Eq, (26) by the use of Eq. (23). The angle ot will be shown to be

determined by the loading of the generator >- he external circuitry.

It is desirable to be able to distinguish the ir.\ uence of ot on the

shifts from that of b and 0 which represent tshysical properties

of the generator duct. An elementary although somewhat lengthy

calculation gives the result
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= I jSinp - I 2 s inY+ 7r(l - b) /2

(27)

- I-cosY - Io - [ln-(2 - 2cos<r7b)] / 2

where

(i = 200 - Ob - TTb/2 , Y = 2a - Ob + Tfb/2

and the in tegra l s do not depend on oc

i = f

o

l dt

The integral I_ can be expressed in terms of the \\f-function defined

as the derivative of the logarithm of the F-function. It has not been

found possible to express I, and I_ in known mathematical func-

tions except for certain values of b.

The shift A is generally positive but A is a negative quantity

when power is generated in the channel. When considered as func-

tions of b, both A and the absolute value of A attain minima for

b = 2«/(77/2 + 9) (28)
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3. The conformal mapping of the MHD channel

The z-plane of Fig. 3 shows how the channel can be con-

sidered as constructed from two infinitely long half-strips of

complex planes having the center line y = d/2 in common. As

d/2 > 2p homogeneity is established there and no discontinuity

occurs for currents and potentials which are assumed to be

identical to those of the corresponding central region of the w-

-plane. For this plane it is clear that the directions of field lines,

currents and equipotentials are the same everywhere between the

slanting electrodes and insulators.

A comparison between the w- and the z-plane gives the geo-

metrical interpretation of the lengths -pA and p/\, . They are

the components of that shift which the point z = 0 would experi-

ence in a conformal transformation z. - w. with the origin w, «

= z-, - 0 situated at a fixed point on the common center line.

With no loss of generality we can assign the potentials <p = 0

and 0 = 0 to that electrode having its right hand side end coinciding

with the origins of the complex planes. The complete potential distri-

bution will then be determined if the basic assumptions and simpli-

fications given above are supplemented by a condition governing

current or potentials at the central portion of the duct.

Generally, the highest local power output density and efficien-

cy are obtained when the j x B force exactly opposes the gas flow.

Then for a segmented MHD generator with separate loads and finite

size electrodes it is natural to assume either the current flow in

the channel center portion to be perpendicular to the channel center

axis or externally connected electrodes to be geometrically opposed.

In the first case the condition of total internal current connection

requires a non-symmetrical position of two connected electrodes^

i. e. one electrode row has to be shifted a distance -p(2A + b) in

the gas flow direction relative to the opposite row. The calculations
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given in ref. 4 prove that this shift is always less than one seg-

mentation length 2p. In the second case the same condition implies

that the current in the central part of the channel has a component

which is not perpendicular to the gas flow.

In the following there will not be an explicit restriction on the

current direction in the central part of Vie channel. Instead the

potential <p = 0 will be prescribed at a point there. The physical

interpretation of this is simply that the relative position of two

externally short-circuited electrodes can be treated as a known

constant or as a variable. This method when investigating various

generator configurations was introduced by ref. 6.

4. Electrode potentials

The top row electrode with the arbitrary position (x ; d) is

assumed to be short-circuited to the electrode at the origin which

has the potential cp ~ 0. Because of symmetry the electrostatic

potential at the point (x_; d/2) = (x /Z - p(2 - b)/2; d/2) will also
Lt O

be zero. Eq. (14) then gives the potential 0 = 0 at (x9; d/2)
O

o
= VBd/2 (29)

Fig. 3 shows that the equipotentials 0 = const, of the w-plane are

parallel to the slanting electrodes. The stream lines ^ = const.

are in the direction of the electric field:

0 = AIm(we1C<')

(30)

^ = -ARe(we l x)

The constant A is recognized as the magnitude of the electric field

strength in the moving gas frame of the channel center. Combining

Eqs (25), (29) and (30), A can be found
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Alm + pAj + i(d/2 + PAV)} eH = VBd/2

giving

A = VBd xosin«, + dcosix + 2pqsin<x ~ (31)

where

q = Av
cot<* + Au + b/2 - 1 (32)

The potentials being prescribed, the current flow pattern is

determined by Eq. (13) or more simply, by noting that the current

flow lines \j/'= const, are parallel to the insulators of the w-plane:

i1 T i n r / 2 + ot. - 0) / o o A

^/ = Im I we v ' 'J (33)

The current flow line Ĵ/'= 0 is considered. The abscissa x1 of its

intersection with the channel center line y = d/2 is determined by

the equation

Im[{(Xl + >Au) + i(d/2 + PAV)} e ^ - K * - 0)] s Q

giving

x 1 = " PAu ( d / Z + PAv)tan(0 - «,) (34)

At the point (xj - p; d/2) the potential will be & / 2 , 0 denoting

the potential of the top row electrode B ,13, which emits the current

going to the electrode A.O at the origin. From Eqs. (30) and (34)

the potential JO, is found:

0 k = A (d + 2pAv)cos0/cos(0 -a) - 2psinoJI (35)
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and the electrostatic electrode potential a>, is then obtained from

Eq. (14):

- VBd = -VBdTxo + d tan(0 - oc) + 2pp1 •

£Q + d cotot + 2pq|"1 (36)

where

p = Avtan(0 - «.) + Au + b/2 (37)

5. Electrode current

The total current I flowing to one electrode is obtained as the

difference AZ between the two values which the function Z, Eq. (19),

attains at two points situated at adjacent electrode current dividing

lines. A simple way to calculate AZ is found by considering the end

points w(A,} = 2pe * " 'cos(0-ot)/cosO and w = 0 of the w-plane

electrode having the potentials zero. Only the stream function 4>

varies along an electrode. This fact and the equations (19), (20)

and (30) yield the electrode current:

I = AZ = -«r ,A4>= er ,-ARe |(o - w(A.)| e1*
e eff eff |_l 1 J

= 2pAcr(ffcos(0 - «.)/cosO (38)

Applying the equations (10), (11) and (31), I can be written

- tan(0 - a,)] " 1 (38a)

and the equations (10) and (11) prove that the reduced conductivity

1 x
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C is related to the scalar electronic conductivity o* by

<r'= <r (1 + co r to. T. Yl (39)
1 oK e e i i ' v '

6. Resistance between internally connected electrodes

The center line conditions are corresponding and identical

for the w- and the z-plane. This fact will make electrode poten-

tials and currents to be invariants of the conformal transformation

and a simple geometrical interpretation of the finite size electrode

effects on the internal resistance is possible. Consider the current

strip between the electrodes OA. and B,B7 in the w-plane. The

current path length L is given by

L = (d + 2pA )/cos(0 -oc) - 2psinoc/cosQ (40)

Tonk's theorem (1) gives the current density

j = o - ^ / L (41)

which multiplied by the strip width 2pcos(0 -oc) yields the electrode

current

The internal resistance R. of the current strip is related to JÖ,

and L as

R i = P ^ o s f e -a,)] - 1
 = [(d+ 2pAv)coS-2(0 -co) -

- 2psinoocos"10 cos~ i(0 - «-) /{2 fxr^ (42)
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showing that only the shift A and not A affects the internal

resistance. Therefore, in order to obtain the smallest possible

internal resistance of any given generator configuration, the

scaled insulator length b should satisfy the Eq. (28) which yields

a minimum of the shift A as well as minima of the current path

length L and the internal resistance R.;

7. Power and efficiency

The generated power output P from a volume W is given by

p = / -.E . j^dW (43)

W

When Eqs. (8) and (15) are valid Eq. (43) can be written as an

integral taken over the volume surface S

(44)

Consider the power output P from a current strip that goes

between two electrodes. Only the electrode surfaces will then

contribute to the integral (44) which becomes

P = -Q>, I =e ~k e

= 2p<r1(VBd) XQ + d tan(Q -«.) 4- 2ppjjxo + d cotoo +

+ 2pqj ~21 tan Q - tan(0 -oo)| - 1 (45)

The gas flow work, i. e. the total power input into the same

current strip is given as the braking Lorentz force in the flow di-

rection I Bd multiplied by the flow velocity V:
6
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P, = I VBd =f e

dcot<* + 2pq| * tanQ - tan(0-c6)j"1 (46)

The generator efficiency r\ is defined in accordance with

turbine practice as

17 = P e /P f = -<pk/(VBd) =

= fxo + dtan(O-a) + Zppl x + dcot* + 2pq| " l (47)

proving that this efficiency is identical to the external, i. e. the

average, load factor -<» /(VBd).

8. Best positions of segmented generator electrodes

Two electrodes having total internal current connection are

considered. Their best relative pasition will be defined as that

which for a prescribed efficiency according to Eq. (47) yields the

highest power output, Eq. (45).

The efficiency being known, the position x can be "written

as a function only of the load angle <*-. When this expression for

x is inserted in Eq. (45) it is readily found that the problem of

maximum power output is identical to that of finding the minimum

of the internal resistance as given by Eq. (42). The relevant

extrema are obtained for that value of oc which satisfies the equa-

tion

dA
= 1 + (d/p + 2Av)tan(Q - a) (48)
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Using Eq. (27) the derivative of the shift A can be expressed

as 1 - 2A - b. Eq. (48) then becomes
u

2A -!- b + (d/p + 2A )tan(0 - a) = 0 (48a)

and it expresses the condition for the two electrodes to have

exactly opposed positions. This fact is easily proved when con-

sidering Fig. 3. The condition for two internally connected

electrodes to be geometrically opposed is simply x, = ph/Z. By

inserting this value for x. in Eq. (34) an equation identical to

(48a) is obtained.

The important Eq. (48a) was first deduced by Sutton (5) who

showed that it represents the condition for current flow between

two opposed electrodes.

9. Power, efficiency and internal resistance of the segmented

generator with opposed electrodes

The expressionrfor the generator efficiency is simplified in

the case of the best electrode position when Eq. (47) is combined

with Eq. (48a) to give

r\ = x (x + LcosO /sina.)'" (49)

where the coordinate x depends on the external load resistance.

The length L is given by Eq. (40). Using Eqs. (48a) and (49) the

equation for the power output can be written

P* = P /(2f><r V2B2d) = n(l - t])dcos(0 -«)/L (50)

Applying Eq. (42) the relation between power output, efficiency

and internal resistance can be found:
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P = (VBd)2r}(l - T))/R (50a)

proving that the finite electrode size effects can be attributed to

an increase of the internal resistance.

The figures 4-6 show the normalized power output P as

function of the efficiency rj for three values of the Hall angle 0.

The top curve of each diagram, represents infinitely fine seg-

mentation. These curves are already given in ref. (1). The lower

pairs of curves give the influence of the degree of segmentation

p/å and, where the clearness of the figure permits, they show

the effect of changing from equal area electrodes and insulators,

b = 1, to electrodes having one third of the insulator area, b =

= 1. 5. The current flow in the central portion of the channel will

deviate by the angle S from a direction perpendicular to the

channel axis.

Fig. 1 shows the normalized internal resistance between two

opposed electrodes when the segmentation degree p/d is equal to

0, 1. R. is related to the resistance R., Eq. (42), as

= (1 + 2pAv /d)cos"2(0-a) - 2psin«.[dcos0cos(0 -(x)]"1 (51)

and it is given as function of the scaled insulator length b. Eq. (48a)

has been used in order to make R. dependent only on 0 and b. The

dotted parts of the curves represent values of b for which the in-

equality (24) is not satisfied. The lower limit of this inequality is

identical to that value of b, Eq. (28), for which the shift A as well

as the internal resistance have minima. Physically, this value of b

represents the smallest length which the insulator can attain before

current starts to flow between adiacent electrodes.
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Because Eq. (51) gives a very simple relation between seg-

mentation degree p/å and normalized internal resistance R̂  ,

the latter is shown only for p/d = 0. 1. It is seen that the internal

resistance is not critically dependent on the electrode-insulator

length ratio. Generally, for transverse channel current flow in

gases with Hall parameters of the order unity and larger, the

equal insulator and electrode case gives practically the best gene-

rator performance.

10. The single load generator

In accordance with ref. (1) and (6) a Hall generator will be

considered here as a MHD power generating duct with geometric-

ally opposed and short-circuited pairs of electrodes, i. e. x =0.

This will be shown to represent a rather unfavourable special case

of axial power extraction generators. The single external load is

connected between two terminal electrodes situated at the channel

entrance and exit.

The component of the static electric field in the flow direction

is identical to the x-component of the moving frame field. Eq. (31)

then gives the voltage cp. between two points situated at the channel

center axis and separated by a distance 2p:

<p = 2pAsina = 2pVBd(x + dcotot + 2pq) (52)

The power output from a length 2p of the channel is still given

by Eq. (45) from which the total axial current I is found

I x = Pe/<PA = <TjVBd[xo + dtan(Q -<*) + 2ppj •

+ dcotot + 2 p q j 1 tanO - tan(0 - oc)j " 1 (53)
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I is the algebraic sum of the axial component of the gas current
x

and the current in a short-circuiting connection.

The axial voltage <p, attains its open circuit value <p} when

1 = 0 :x

= 2pBVd j(d + 2pAv)[cotoc - tan(0 - oc)j - 2pV l (54)

A load factor defined as k. = £¥>t/<P? ^ s related to the efficiency

H, Eq. (47), as

k^ = 1 - 17 (55)

Exactly the same reasoning as that which led to Eq. (48a) would

also here prove that the highest power output at a given efficiency

is obtained when the current flows between exactly opposed electrodes.

The short-circuiting connections then provide the axial charge trans-

portation. However, in contrast to the segmented generator, the

efficiency or load factor does not depend only on the external load,

i. e. a prescribed efficiency will place restrictions also on the rela-

tive position of the short-circuited electrodes.

The figures 8-10 show the finite electrode size effects on the

performance of the Hall generator. Curves representing infinitely

fine segmentation, p/d = 0, are already given in ref. (1), and ref.

(6) has given the same type of performance curves in the case jJ =

=8, b = 1.

Fig. 11 shows the cur rent-voltage characteristics of the single

load generator for a few different Hall parameters and segmentation

degrees. The position x of the short-circuited electrode is taken

as one segmentation length 2p. Only the equal electrode-insulator

case b = 1 has been considered. The dimensionless variables I
x
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and U are related to the generator axial current Iv, Eq. (53),

and axial voltage cp», Eq. (52), as
x

(56)

(57)

so that the normalized power output from a length 2p of the

channel, P , is obtained by the product I U . The curves

prove that the short-circuiting action of the electrodes on the

axial Hall field rapidly increases with larger Hall parameters

and smaller axial currents.

11. Maximum power output from a single load channel

The expression for the power output, Eq. (45), is considered

as a function of the short-circuiting electrode position x . Deriva-

tion proves that P has its maximum when

x = d [cotfc, - 2tan(0 - ofr)] + 2p(q - 2p) (5 8)

and, as could be expected, this value of x makes the efficiency,

Eq. (47), independent of the load angle oo and equal to l/2.

The figures 12-14 show the dimensionless maximum power

output P from a length 2p of the channel. Only the case b = 1

is considered. The normalization of P has been performed in
em e

the same way as that used for P in Eq. (50). As Eq. (58) relates

each value of the load angle «, to a certain position x the power

output curves could as well have been given as unique functions

of oc instead.

A few facts may be stated about the curves. First, at their

maxima the Eq. (48a) is satisfied implying that current flows
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between exactly opposed electrodes. The power output is then as

much as that which a segmented generator can produce, which

is shown in figures 4-6. Second, the maximum performance for

17 = l/2 is strongly dependent on the quantity x /d which should

be positive and of the order a few times the segmentation degree

p/d. The curves also prove that the Hall generator connection,

x =0, only applies well in the case p/d—»0, (3. —-»00 •

12. Generators with a finite number of electrodes

Hitherto only channels with infinite lengths have been treated.

The question of the distribution of the homogeneous central current

flow between adjacent electrodes does not then arise. Cases of a

finite number of identical and externally connected electrodes will

be considered in this section. Constant conditions in the gas flow

at the channel central portion are still assumed. The calculations

and the curves given in the previous sections here apply only in

the singular cases when the generator gas current is divided be-

tween the electrodes in such a way that the zero divergence condi-

tion for the current in an arbitrary number of closed external connec-

tions and loads is satisfied.

It has been shown that the highest power output at a prescribed

efficiency is obtained when total internal current connection is

established between exactly opposed electrodes. The performance

of such generators with one, two and three independent and identical

external loads will be investigated with respect to efficiency and

other properties for different segmentation degrees and Hall para-

meters. The three generator types are shown schematically in

Fig. 15 and they are designated by the Roman numbers I, II and III.

For comparison the Hall generator, denoted by H, has been in-

cluded. Only cases where the Hall parameter is unity and larger

will be considered. Further, the generator types to be treated have

all nearly transverse current flow and Fig. 7 or Ref. (4) will then
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prove that very little can be gained in generator performance by-

diverging from the equal electrode and insulator case b = 1.

Fig. 3 shows that the condition for total gas current connec-

tion between two electrodes can be written

x = 2x. - bp + n2p , n integer > 0 (59)

The coordinate x, is eliminated by the use of Eq. (34). As only
geometrically opposed electrode positions are considered, the co-
ordinate x can be written

o

x = m2p , m integer ^ 0 (60)

Combined Eqs. (34), (50) and (60) will yield the equation (6l) below

for the load angle «. This angle is contained not only in the trigono-

metrical factor but also in the shifts A ai*d A , Eq. (27).

2pA + bp + (d + 2pA )tan(0 - ec) = 2p(n - m) (61)

Upon inspection the following facts will be found:

n=0 : the purely short-circuiting connection which leads to

maximum flow work but no power output,

n= 1, m = 0: the Hall generator, i. e. one load and short-

-circuited opposed electrodes,

n=v : the generator with v identical independent loads,

n = m: the generator with m loads and the gas current flow

between opposed electrodes.

The Eq. (61) has been deduced from considerations of the

current flow geometry. The same equation could as well have been

obtained from the necessary potential relations which the different

generator types must satisfy. Consider the axial voltage cp , given



by Eq. (52). For a generator with n loads, the electrode potential

cp, , Eq. (47), is related to cp as

Applying the Eqs. (5Z), (47), (37) and (60), Eq. (62) is transformed

to an equation identical to (61).

13. Performance of generators with a finite number of electrodes

Table 1 gives the normalized power output P , the flow work

P f normalized in the same way, the efficiency r\ = P / P , and the
* e

dirnensionless total axial current I for the four generator configu-

rations shown in Fig. 15. Four values of the Hall parameter £

and three segmentation ratios p/d have been considered. Each com-

bination of generator configuration, Hall parameter and segmenta-

tion degree gives an equation of the type (61) for the pertinent load

angle ot. This equation being solved, the Eqs. (46), (45), (47) and

(53) then yield the figures given in the table.

Eq. (47) shows that the efficiency r\ is identical to the norma-

lized voltage between two internally connected electrodes. The

terminal voltage U. of a generator is therefore obtained as

U = (t]VBd) x (number of electrode pairs)/(number of loads) (63)

The total gas flow power P, in the generator can be obtained from

the table and Eq. (46) as

Pft = ° i v 2 B 2 c d p
f * * (generator length) (64)

where the length c is the channel height in the magnetic field direc-

tion. As stated in section 1, this length was simply taken to be

unity in the previous sections.
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The current in an external load, I, is related to the I of

the table as

I = <r VBcdI*/(number of loads). (65)

The table shows that the same gas flow power is exerted in

a Hall generator as in the generator I but that the power output

from the Hall generator is always smaller, i. e. the Hall gene-

rator will give the same current but its terminal voltage will be

smaller. For a large segmentation ratio and a not very high value

of the Hall parameter, the difference is appreciable.

As stated above the load angle a, will attain a specific value

when a certain generator configuration with a finite number of

electrodes is combined with prescribed values of p/d and jä . It

is important to note then that the performance of any of the gene-

rators I, II and III is not different from that of a similar segmented

generator having independent loads and opposed electrodes and

operating at the same load angle, i. e. efficiency. The table gives

some indications of how the generator physical properties jJ and

p/d have to be selected and combined in order to yield acceptable

electrical performance of a generator having one, two or three

external loads. E. g. low values of the Hall parameter will require

a rather large size of the electrode segments in contrast to a some-

times expressed belief that a fine degree of segmentation is always

favourable.

The largest flow power is exerted in generator I which gives

the highest terminal voltage but suffers from low efficiency. At the

expense of an increased number of loads, the efficiency will general-

ly be higher and usually also the total power output except when the

value r] = 1/2 is exceeded. The difference in performance between

generators I and II is appreciable, the same kind of difference

between II and III being less pronounced. It has been pointed out (8)
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that the comparatively low figures of generator I may not be

serious as an actual MHD generator will probably require at

least two loads, one load being its own magnet system.
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Note added in proof

After the present work was completed, it was brought to the

author's attention that Dr. L-S. Dzung of Brown, Boveri and Co,

Baden, Switzerland, has also treated the problems of favourable

electrode-insulator length ratios and electrode positions, however,

without obtaining the explicit expressions, Eqs. (28) and (48a) for

minimum generator internal resistance and best positions of electrodes

respectively.

Dr. Dzung has kindly pointed out to the author that the treatment

used here and in ref. 4 also applies when internal current leakage

occurs between adjacent electrodes.

Dr. Dzung* s analysis is scheduled to appear in the August 1965

issue of the Brown Boveri Review.
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